Work related symptoms, sensitisation, and estimated exposure in workers not previously exposed to laboratory rats


Abstract
Findings are presented from the initial cross sectional phase of a cohort study of employees exposed to laboratory rats. Of 366 eligible workers at four sites 323 (88%) were surveyed; symptoms assessed by self completed questionnaire and sensitisation measured by the response to skin prick tests were related to intensity of exposure both to total dust and to rat urinary aeroallergen. Among 238 workers, without previous occupational exposure to rats, work related symptoms, which started after first employment at the site were related to exposure intensity (expressed either in terms of dust or of aeroallergen) at the time of onset of symptoms. These relations were stronger in atopic subjects but were unrelated to smoking. Positive skin tests to rat urinary extract were also more frequent with increased exposure, a relation found in both atopic subjects and in smokers. There was a strong association between work related symptoms and specific sensitisation.

Subjects and methods
SURVEY METHODS
Four institutions specialising in small animal research in the United Kingdom were identified: three use a variety of animals including rats; the fourth uses almost exclusively mice and is not described in this paper. All full time employees in occupational groups where exposure to laboratory rats or mice was probable and a group of non-exposed office workers, who had started work at the site from 1 January 1986 onwards and had worked for at least one month, were invited to participate.

Members of the cohort still employed at the sites have been surveyed at six-monthly intervals since 1990. We describe the findings from the initial survey. Two visits to each site were made, the second to collect information from those missed at the first visit. Of 366 eligible subjects 323 (88%) were surveyed, with no difference in response rates between the three workforces. Questionnaires were completed by 315 subjects (84%) and skin prick tests by 295 (78%).

Questionnaire
The following symptoms, if present since 1986, were recorded with dates of onset: chest tightness, wheeze or difficulty in breathing (chest symptoms), itching of the eyes or nose, running or blockage of the nose or sneezing (eye and nose symptoms), and itchy rash. Symptoms were considered to be work related if it was stated that they had improved over weekends or on holidays of a week or more, or if they were reported by the subject as being provoked by contact with laboratory rats. Symptoms reported to have started after first employment at the site were considered as new.

Full histories of smoking were obtained but for the present analysis subjects were divided into those who had and those who had not smoked at least one cigarette a day for as long as a year at least part of which had been during their employment at the site.

Skin tests
Skin prick tests were carried out in a standard manner and considered positive if the mean wheel diameter was at least 3 mm greater than
that to an inert control solution (1908 Bencard). Subjects were defined as atopic if they had one or more positive tests to three common allergens (B2 grass pollens 4100, Bencard; cat fur 3204, Bencard; and Dermato- phagoides pteronyssinus 2801, Bencard). Also, tests were made with an extract of rat urine (1 mg/ml) dialysed in Visking tubing (Medicell International London, molecular weight cut off 12-14 Da) against four changes of distilled water over 48 hours.

**Exposure assessment**

A complete work history with job titles and dates was obtained from each subject by a self completed questionnaire, including information on occupational exposure to laboratory rats before their present employment.

Exposure measurements were made directly in a sample of workers in each occupational group over whole shifts with personal air samplers. Details of the sampling and measurements are reported elsewhere.6 The samples were assayed gravimetrically for total dust and by radio-allergosorbent test inhibition for rat urinary aeroallergen (RUA).7

For the following analyses, occupational groups were aggregated into three roughly equal sized categories of exposure intensity according to current concentrations of either total dust or RUA. Occupations in the highest categories were those with frequent and direct contact with rats (including animal technicians and cage cleaners); medium exposures were experienced by those with less frequent and indirect contact, such as scientists and maintenance staff. In general, dust and aeroallergen measurements correlated well, with groups almost all in the same exposure category whether based on dust or aeroallergen.6

**Analysis**

Because the focus of the study was the relation between new work related symptoms and exposure, subjects with previous occupational exposure to laboratory rats were excluded. Comparisons of continuous data not normally distributed were made by the Wilcoxon rank sum test, and proportions analysed with the \( \chi^2 \) (or Fisher’s exact) test. Trends across exposure categories were assessed by the \( \chi^2 \) test for trend. The main measure of dust or aeroallergen exposure used was intensity category, either at the time of survey or at the time of onset of symptoms. The effects of exposure intensity independent of age, sex, atopy and smoking were examined by stepwise logistic regression. Half a case was substituted into exposure intensity categories that contained no symptomatic subjects.

**SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS**

Of the 323 participants, 72 (22%) reported previous occupational exposure to laboratory rats and in a further 13 (4%) this information was not available. Table 1 shows some characteristics of the remaining 238 employees. Employees in high intensity categories tended to be younger, heavier smokers, but had longer durations of employment at the site. Men (47%) were more likely than women (37%) to be atopic and less likely to be smokers (26% v 32%). Although workers in the middle exposure categories were most often atopic and least likely to smoke, there was little overall difference in the frequencies of smoking among atopic (28%) and non-atopic (31%) employees.

Those with known previous occupational exposure to laboratory rats were on average older (median age 28 years) but had a similar duration of employment at the site (22 months). There were fewer smokers (24%) although a similar proportion were atopic (40%). At the time of survey most were in the middle exposure intensity categories, many being research scientists.

**Results**

**SYMPTOMS AND SKIN TEST RESULTS**

Among all surveyed workers 98 (31%) reported at least one work related symptom. Eye and nose symptoms were the most frequently reported (22%), followed by skin (15%), and then chest symptoms (10%).

Table 2 shows the distribution of new work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Characteristics of participants by exposure intensity category at time of survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dust</strong></td>
<td><strong>Aeroallergen</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure intensity*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (%)</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No men (%)</td>
<td>76(32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (median y)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed (median months)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atopic (%)</td>
<td>88(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking (%)</td>
<td>70(30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Geometric mean of total dust (mg/m³) and aeroallergen μg/m³.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Frequency of work related symptoms and positive skin tests by exposure intensity category at time of survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New work related symptoms</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dust</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>17(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye and nose</td>
<td>3(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>1(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive skin</td>
<td>21(10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers in parentheses are percentages of totals at risk in each column.
related symptoms and of positive skin tests among the 238 employees without previous occupational exposure; 50 workers (21%) reported at least one symptom, most often eye and nose symptoms. About half of those with new symptoms of any particular type reported that these were isolated symptoms; five subjects reported new, work related chest symptoms unaccompanied by other symptoms. Six subjects reported all three symptom patterns. Twenty one (10%) subjects had positive skin tests to RUA.

In one employee new work related chest symptoms had started within a month of first employment at the site. The median duration of employment before symptoms started in the remainder was 365 days (range 59–1369). Two with new eye and nose symptoms and five with skin symptoms reported an onset of symptoms within one month. In the rest the median durations of employment before symptoms started were 214 (30–976) and 335 (30–1218) days respectively. Of those reporting more than one new, work related symptom there was little consistency in which symptom started first, although in only one instance were chest symptoms reported to have started first. New work related chest symptoms were less frequent among workers with previous occupational exposure (4%) but there was little difference in the frequency of either eye and nose (11%) or skin symptoms (11%). A higher proportion (18%) of this group had positive skin tests to RUA.

**EXPOSURE INTENSITY**

There was little consistent evidence of a relation between new work related symptoms and exposure intensity at the time of survey (table 2). Positive skin tests to RUA, however, were significantly more common in high exposure categories of either dust or aeroallergen. Table 3, in contrast, shows the relations between new work related symptoms and exposure at the time of onset. For each type of symptom there was a trend of increasing prevalence with increasing intensity, statistically strongest for skin symptoms. No subjects developed work related chest symptoms while in the low aeroallergen intensity category. The patterns were essentially unchanged after exclusion of those whose symptoms started within a month of first employment.

These findings probably reflect the movement of employees between different occupations at each site. Those with new work related chest symptoms were more likely (24%) to have moved between exposure categories during employment at the site than were those with eye and nose (16%) or skin (12%) symptoms or those without new work related symptoms of any sort (4%). All symptomatic workers who moved categories after the start of their symptoms, did so to one of a lower intensity; this was not always true of those without symptoms.

Table 4 shows the association between symptoms and skin test results. There was a close relation between new work related chest symptoms and a positive skin test to rat urine (P < 0.001); similar associations were found for those with new work related eye and nose (P = 0.012) or skin (P = 0.002) symptoms.

**ATOPY AND SMOKING**

New work related chest or skin symptoms were more common among atopic subjects (table 5) but there was little difference in the frequency of eye and nose symptoms. Chest and eye and nose symptoms were more common in smokers. The pattern of increasing symptom frequency was maintained when atopic subjects were examined separately. Positive skin tests were strongly related to atopy and to smoking at all levels of exposure (fig).

**REGRESSION ANALYSIS**

Regression analysis confirmed an independent effect of aeroallergen exposure on new work related skin symptoms: the odds ratio (95% confidence interval) for exposure was 9 (3 to 27) for atopic and 2 (0.9 to 3.8) for non-atopic subjects. Exposure to dust was not associated with symptoms, but smoking was. Its association was strongest with eye symptoms, and weakest with chest symptoms; among atopic subjects the odds ratio (95% confidence interval) for exposure was 7 (2 to 20) for atopy and 0.2 (0.1 to 0.8) for non-atopy. The association of smoking with symptoms was maintained after exclusion of atopic subjects.
Proportions of subjects with positive skin tests to rat urinary aeroallergen (A) by atopy and (B) by smoking

Discussion

Unlike most cross sectional studies the present analysis was of workers first employed after a specified date. The study is also unusual in the detailed nature of its exposure measurements (although so far used only semiquantitatively) and in that exposure to both dust and aeroallergen have been measured. Workers with previous occupational exposure to laboratory rats, about which there can be less confidence, were excluded from this analysis and emphasis placed on new cases as the best measure of incident work related disease.

None the less, the findings should be interpreted in the light of possible survivor bias, including the potential for employees with occupational disease to have left the site at a different rate from those without such disease. The results provide some insight into this process: workers with previous occupational exposure to rats had a lower prevalence of new work related chest symptoms but the same frequency of other symptoms, and were twice as likely to have a positive skin test to rat urinary allergen, suggesting that the development of asthmatic symptoms is a particularly important determinant of continuing exposure. Movements between jobs with different exposures within each site were accounted for by examining exposures at the time of onset of new symptoms; the findings imply that symptomatic laboratory animal workers tend, after the development of symptoms (and especially symptoms of the lower respiratory system), to move to jobs of lower intensity.

Despite the short exposures experienced by this population, the overall prevalences of work related symptoms were similar to those measured in earlier cross sectional surveys. This confirms that in susceptible workers allergic symptoms develop soon after first exposure. The duration of employment before the start of work related chest symptoms in the current group was longer than that for other types of symptom. A high proportion of subjects reported such symptoms in isolation from eye and nose or skin symptoms, unlike earlier surveys where asthma was not reported separately from either rhinitis or skin symptoms. This discrepancy might be attributable to different selection pressures in the populations studied, or to different disease definitions, but may also reflect a more complex relation between various allergic symptoms, rather than that asthma is the end stage of laboratory animal allergy.

There is good evidence that urinary proteins are responsible for laboratory animal allergy, but few attempts have been made to examine the nature of any exposure-response relation. Bland et al. reported that the risk of allergic disease increased in workers exposed to a variety of animals in relation to the time spent per week in handling the animals; this association was confined to those in low or medium intensity jobs. Kibby et al. showed that the prevalence of allergy to laboratory animals was positively associated with current intensity of exposure to airborne rat urinary allergen. Neither of these cross sectional studies attempted to examine incident disease. Botham et al., on the other hand, in a prospective study of workers employed for at least nine months, reported that the incidence of allergic disease fell after the introduction of measures designed to reduce exposure. A clear relation between the development of work related symptoms and the intensity of exposure at the time of onset was shown in our study; this was equally true for intensity measured in terms of total dust or of RUA.

The detailed nature of this relation with exposure expressed in terms of average and peak intensity, duration, and timing, will be examined more closely in the longitudinal phase of the study.
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